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Founded in the year 2013, we, GNR Enterprises, are one of the reliable manufacturers and 

suppliers of products like Industrial Biogas Plant, FRP Portable Toilet, Biogas Plants, DRDO 

Bio Digester, etc. The designing and manufacturing procedure of our creations are carried 

out under the surveillance of certified professionals who ensure optimal quality. It is due to 

the assistance of our modern wing, business partners, logistics personnel, and an in-house 

team that we have always been successful in accomplishing the projects on assured time. 

Our team of research and development personnel, keeps on searching innovative ideas and 

designs. Our excellence in every aspect has enabled us attain a respectable position in the 

market. The past records of our enterprise are impressive which constitutes one of the 

important reasons behind our increasing customer base.

About Us

Every company follows a set of certain core values in their businesses according to 

which they perform their functions. Similarly, some of the core values which we are 

following in our business and helping us in the expansion are as follows:

Core Values

 Sincerity & honesty- Everyone loves to work with sincere and honest business 

partners who are committed towards their work. Our company also maintains both of 

these values while performing the tasks. 

To gain a reputed position in the market is not at all an easy task as it requires lot of efforts 

from the side of manufacturing companies. Valuing the time and money of our customers, 

we make sure that only best quality Organic Waste Converter, FRP Portable Toilet, PUF Toilet 

Cabin, Mobile Toilet Van, Kitchen Food Waste Composter, Urinal Bio Block, etc. are offered to 

them at the best prices. The components and raw inputs which use in the creation of our 

offerings are sourced from the reliable vendors of the market. In addition, we use cost-

effective mode of production that also aids us in the prompt accomplishment of task with 

perfection. 

Quality Comes First

 Professionalism- One can easily see high level of professionalism in our functions 

right from the production of goods, interaction with the clients till ensuring on-time 

delivery of the orders.

 Teamwork- Here at our company, we promote team work thus, keep conducting team 

building activities & programs which makes our team stronger and synchronized.



Our Products

Fully Automatic Composting 
Machine

Low Cost City Composting 
Machine

Semi Automatic Organic Waste 
Composter

Waste Food Composter 
Machine

FRP Cabin With Water Tank Dual Toilet Cabin

DRDO Bio Digester Tank FRP Portable Toilet With Bio Tank Double Skin Portable 
Toilet Cabin



FRP Portable Biogas Plant Biogas Balloon Domestic Biogas Plant

Biogas Generator Portable Biogas Balloon Flexi Balloon Biogas Plant

Biogas Booster Pump Quad Mobile Toilet Cabin Community Toilet Cabin
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